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Abstract

Sharia housing has mushroomed in Indonesia in recent years. It offers a different concept of housing as the developers claim to be following Islamic values. This study analyzes how Sharia housing advertisements on social media, especially Instagram, represent the halal lifestyle. The method used in this research was a semiotic approach to analyze the signs of Sharia housing ads in the realm of digital media and its meanings. The study results show that Sharia housing advertising on social media has commodified the halal concept of Sharia-based housing. The term “halal house” was also used to signify the meaning of Sharia image symbols that distinguished it from other housing. Sharia brands were also represented in advertising languages and the visualization of symbols displayed. These ads represented the halal concept not only as an image but also as a lifestyle. The halal lifestyle relating to Sharia housing has become a new trend in the Muslim communities constructed through religious symbols in Sharia housing advertisements.
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Introduction

The rise of the new rich, especially in Asia, is the rise of middle-class Muslims in urban areas (Chua 2000; Pinches 1999; Prasetyantoko 1999; Tanter and Young 1990). According to Jati (2017), the emergence of the middle-class Indonesian Muslim can be seen through two phases in socio-political events: ethical politics during the national movement and post-New Order with the emergence of urban educated people. One of the three leading indicators that shape middle-class Muslims’ emergence in Indonesia is the trade economy. This indicator is the most crucial part of the middle-class Muslim’s political development, which is motivated by the initiation of Muslim figures who grew from the urban middle-class base. As the regime changes to become dynamic democratization, middle-class Muslims increasingly appear in the public sphere. One of the middle-class Muslim groups, namely popular Islam, is presented as a contestation of Islamic culture in the public sphere. This group has two different faces: first, those who emphasize the teaching of Sharia values, norms, and teachings to foster Islam formalization, which creates a militant group. Second, those who respond to the capital industry's symbols or those who enjoy Islam under modernity influence. It seems that this second face also encourages the Muslim community to be interested in consuming a halal lifestyle.

Indonesia has become one of the countries with great potential to develop a significant halal industry (Mubarok and Imam 2020). Based on data from the State of the Global Islamic Economy Report (SGIER) 2020-2021, Indonesia achieved the highest record in the development of Islamic finance in 2020, by increasing the ranking of Indonesia’s Islamic finance industry to 4th from 5th, after Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE. They also noted that the consumption of a halal lifestyle in Indonesia in 2020 was the US $ 203.2 million, the highest in Southeast Asia (Ahmed and Basit 2021).

Studies related to the halal lifestyle have been widely reviewed (Adinugraha, Sartika, and Ulama’i 2019; Mubarok and Imam 2020). The halal lifestyle is also associated with its environment with the middle class and symbolic piety (Darojatun 2018; Utama 2016). The results of more studies discuss the halal lifestyle in halal products such as halal fashion (Arianti and Purnama 2018; Taufik and Taufik 2020), halal cosmetics (Suksesi and Prasadio Alkbar Hidayat 2019; Zukhrufani and Zakiy 2019), halal tourism (Jayanti and Iriani 2020; Kessler 2015; Rahmah and Tapotubun 2020; Sarinastiti and Uljanatunnisa 2020), and many other studies. However, there were not many studies that discussed the issue of halal housing among the previous studies.

Several research results on sharia housing are studied in economic studies (Firmansyah and Gunardi 2018; Firmansyah and Indika 2017; Nadzifah and Fataron 2019), architecture (Mostafa and El-Basel 2020), and other scientific perspectives. There are not many socio-cultural studies regarding sharia housing and specifically related to how the halal lifestyle is represented in sharia housing advertisements.

As far as the literature review, sharia housing advertisements are still widely studied from an economic perspective. Muali and Nisa’ (2019)
examine the marketing of Islamic housing through social media as a strategic contestation to increase selling power. The results of this research indicate that a sharia marketing strategy using sharia elements is profitable. It has a major impact on the increase in consumer response and blessed profitability. Previously, the developer used a promotional strategy through print media, but the results were ineffective. Now, the business has increased through a Facebook account as a promotional medium. Social media makes it easier to convey business product information to the broader community.

Research on Isharia housing advertisement from a socio-cultural perspective is still limited. There are two studies of sharia housing advertisements that are reviewed from a socio-cultural perspective (Lasman 2007; Rizki 2019). Lasman (2007) writes that identity representations in brochures and articles related to sharia housing. Lasman’s study explains that consumers consume sharia housing as identity construction and become part of the Muslim community. Her study focuses on Bourdieu and Baudrillard’s perspective regarding the tastes and social class in society.

Meanwhile, Rizki’s research (2019) conclude that: First, the emergence of Islamic imagery as a myth which is classified into several parts, namely: Modern Muslims who are familiar with the Scriptures, Muslims who like sunnah sports riding, archery and swimming, and educated and modern Muslims. Second, Muslim identity indicates the popular Muslim Muslims and Muslim middle class. Third, developer business networks offer their products using Islamic concepts inconsistently.

This research is different from previous studies. This study focuses on the halal lifestyle represented in Sharia-based housing advertisements on social media, and the developers are commodifying religion and reproducing religious symbols through profit-oriented advertising. The theory used in this study is also different from previous related research. If Lasman (2007) has used Baudrillard and Bourdieu’s Theory, Rizki (2019) has used Roland Barthes’ semiotic theory. This study prefers to use Stuart Hall’s theory to analyze more deeply the representation of sharia housing advertising media.

Sharia housing is one of the halal products that are currently being developed. Today, sharia-branded residences are now starting to develop. Seeing the immense potential of the Muslim market, Sharia housing developers as capitalists have commodified religious symbols. Rudnyckj (2010) argues that religion and capitalism are related and can also work together to support collective activities in the long term. Sharia-housing developers have taken control of the land and accommodated space by selling Islam’s discourse symbols. Sharia housing began to develop in Indonesia, starting in the western part of Java. It can also be seen in the distribution of interest data from Google Trends in Figure 1.

Based on Figure 1, the darkest blue color shows the areas with the highest interest in sharia housing. This data supports that the sharia housing business is growing rapidly and initially developing in the West Java region, one of which can be proven by the emergence of sharia housing developer associations in this
region. The association first appeared, namely in 2014, they called themselves the Indonesian Sharia Property Developer (DPSI). The vision of DPSI is to build properties that support Islamic civilization. DPSI tries to build a brand image from the emergence of the problem of sharia housing fraud, one of which is the jargon "real sharia real project" (deloperpropertysyariah.id). Furthermore, in 2016 the Indonesian Sharia Property Association (APSI) was established. They are trying to build a bigger vision from DPSI, which is to advance the global economy with the concept of sharia business in all lines of business. APSI tries to build a good image of its products by publishing articles on fraud precautions on behalf of sharia on its website (www.apsi.or.id).

The phenomenon of Sharia housing has become increasingly prevalent in recent years. Sharia housing is a residential concept that incorporates religious elements into its practice. It can be seen in the data that appeared on Google trends for the 2015-2020 period. As seen from Figure 2, specifically, the highest search trend was in late 2019 to early 2020.

The increase in searches was traced more deeply because of the problem of "fake" Sharia housing cases or fraud that had gone viral in cyberspace. It could be seen from the related queries, which appeared the highest in Google Trends, namely fraud on Sharia housing and "fake" Sharia housing. This negative case that has emerged in public has made the Sharia housing concept a much sought-after issue to be better
known. The media increasingly reports on Sharia housing developers about the fraud case.

The existence of the Sharia housing fraud problem raises public distrust of this product as many media reports as Kompas.com, Kumparan.id, etc. Then, developers try to build a good image through branding marketing on advertising, one of which is through the media. For this reason, this study attempts to explore the extent to which representations of religious symbols are used in sharia housing marketing advertisements by developers. This study analyzes how developers increase consumer interest in their residential products that have been labeled with the halal concept.

This study used a semiotic method to analyze the meaning of the signs or symbols in Sharia housing advertisements, especially in Indonesia, published on social media. The social media interpreted mainly was Instagram from Sharia housing marketing. Several Instagram accounts were selected, such as @shariagreendland and @abrarlandindonesia, for further analysis using semiotics. Semiotics study signs and sign processes, from cultural representations to language, warning signs, brands, and emojis. Understanding semiotics is a valuable tool to complement other consumer insights methods, even observing the signs and their meanings.
Sharia Housing as Halal Lifestyle

According to the Muslim Judicial Halal Trust (MJCHT), the halal lifestyle is a person’s behavior carried out according to his/her abilities, truthfully, honestly, with integrity, dignity, fairness, and does not deviate from Islamic teachings (mjchalaaltrust.co.za). Many people pay attention to the lifestyle models they will live. Through a lifestyle, a person will be able to show a reflection of his personality. Likewise, Muslims’ aspects of life have been regulated in Islamic teachings so that a halal lifestyle for a Muslim is an obligation/necessity as an embodiment of a Muslim’s ideals (Amalia 2017).

The halal lifestyle is a lifestyle habit that is becoming a global trend and is starting to be applied in various parts. Not only are countries with Muslim populations trying to adopt this lifestyle, but countries with most non-Muslims are also vying to take this opportunity. It proves that the halal lifestyle concept has received a positive response in the national and international arena. In aggregate, the global halal industry’s value is almost double compared to the Islamic finance industry. The halal industry has reached a global size of more than $2.3 trillion in 2012, while the Islamic finance industry only surpassed $1.6 trillion in 2018 (Adinugraha et al. 2019).

Muslims are more concerned with the halal concept of what they eat or what they use than the halal financial products. For example, in Russia, halal products’ recognition has exceeded the limits of recognition and is now favored by all those who live a healthy lifestyle and choose halal goods because of their high quality. In Europe, the Muslim market or “halal market” experiences tremendous expansion, which has prompted many researchers and academics to engage and adapt Islamic marketing rules according to the realities of life in the West (Ameur 2011; Rachdi and Ben Ameur 2011). London’s halal market remains untouched primarily as very few global corporate brands have found the key to genuinely resonating with consumers, demanding radically different engagement rules. For example, young people encourage the demand for halal beauty products that match their lifestyle and beliefs (ifd council.org). Currently, the halal lifestyle has become a trend in Indonesia. Indonesia is one of the pioneers of the halal lifestyle. It is due to a large number of Indonesians who are Muslim. Therefore, Indonesia has great potential as a country that develops trends in the halal lifestyle through Sharia housing.

Based on the World Population Review data in 2020, Indonesia is a country with the largest number of Muslims globally, where an estimated 229 million people adhere to Islam. It is 87.2% of Indonesia’s total population (263 million) and around 13% of the world’s Muslim population (1.9 billion). Globally, Islam is the second major religion after Christianity.

The Muslim population’s growth worldwide is an up-and-coming market for the halal industry from upstream to downstream, especially in Indonesia. The sustainable halal economy has been developed through various sectors to meet daily needs, such as culinary, fashion, pharmacy, media, cosmetics, tourism, education, umrah/hajj trips, zakat, Sharia financial preferences, even hospitals, and other daily activities. Apart from everyday products, the halal property sector is also starting to
develop among investors. From there, many Sharia residences have sprung up in various cities in Indonesia. In this case, entrepreneurs have expanded their businesses using Islamic law symbols to target the Muslim consumer market. This development creates a particular lifestyle, namely the halal lifestyle that appears in the middle-class Muslim, including in the housing context currently labeled sharia housing. The concept of religious values entering the residential property business is thought to have emerged since 1995 (Lasman 2007). The Muslim market’s potential, predominantly the broad middle-class, has encouraged developers to control land and commodify space using religious symbols.

In Indonesia, middle-class Muslims began to emerge in the 1920s through trade and small industry by the indigenous bourgeoisie in Central and East Java. In 1920, there was a reformation of traders in urban Java, which formed the bourgeoisie among the Muslims, who became known as middle-class Muslims (Kuntowijoyo 1991). The new middle-class lifestyle had a different appearance, especially after the Indonesian economic crisis in 1997. The pattern of consumption is one of the symbols easily recognized. The middle-class Muslim today tend to have political attitudes and consumerism (Nasr 2010).

Middle-class Muslims understand halal products and halal lifestyle obligation and demand for life to be accepted in their social life in the world and an awareness that worship can be accepted in the hereafter. It is at the same time to strengthen the symbols of piety inherent in themselves. Development halal lifestyle in the Muslim middle class, there is also the need for housing with an Islamic environment. It encourages developers to expand the market through Sharia housing products. These products are offered massively, including through social media. Acculturation of halal products and the halal lifestyle in Muslim life is increasingly lively with social media and emerging communities; the press can construct the reality of middle-class Muslims in Indonesia into individuals who are formed by the masses.

**Media Representation in Sharia Housing Ads**

A product can attract consumers if it has a brand. In the context of sharia housing, the symbol of Sharia becomes a brand. Branding has a place in the consumers’ minds, not in the real world. Branding is not a battle to determine who can make a better product but create a better perception (Tai 2012).

Sharia branding can be interpreted as using names related to Islam or showing the halal product identity. For example, Sharia hotels, Sharia Hospital, Wardah, KFC, and others. Sharia branding is classified into three forms (Bakar, Lee, and Rungie 2013). The first is a Sharia brand with compliance. Sharia brands must show and strongly appeal to consumers by obeying and complying with Islamic Sharia. Brands that fall into this category are halal products produced by Islamic countries and are aimed at Muslim consumers. Second, the Sharia brand is based on its origin. The use of a brand without indicating the halal product comes from the country of origin of the product, known as an Islamic country. The third is Sharia branding by customers. This branding comes from non-Muslim countries, but Muslim consumers enjoy
the products. This branding usually includes a halal label on its products to attract Muslim consumers.

According to Hall, in his book Representation: Cultural Representation and Signifying Practices, "representation connects meaning and language with culture; representation is an essential part of the process in which meaning is produced and exchanged between members of a culture." Through representation, the meaning is shaped and interchanged among society members. Thus, it can be said briefly that representation is one way to produce substance. Representation works through a representation system that consists of two essential components: concepts in mind and language. These two components are interrelated. The concept of something in people's minds makes them know its meaning, but meaning cannot be communicated without language (Hall 1997b, 1997a, 2020b, 2020a).

Therefore, the most crucial thing in this representation system is that a group that can produce and exchange meanings is a specific group with the same background knowledge to create (almost) the same understanding. According to Stuart Hall, members of the same culture must share concepts, images, and ideas to think and feel the world almost the same way. They must share, broadly, the same 'cultural code.' In this sense, thoughts and feelings are their systems of representation. Thinking and feeling, according to Hall, are also representational systems. As a representation system defined as thinking and feeling, it also functions to interpret something. Therefore, a common background in understanding the concepts, images, ideas, and cultural codes is needed.

The meaning of something can be very different in different cultures or groups because there are different ways of interpreting something in every culture or community group. Groups of people who have different backgrounds in understanding specific cultural codes will not be able to understand the meanings produced by other groups of people. Thus, it can be concluded that representation is the process of generating meaning from concepts in our minds through language. The process of producing this meaning is made possible by the existence of a representation system. However, the meaning process depends on the background knowledge and understanding of the social group about a sign. A group must have the same experience to be able to interpret things in almost the same way. In this study, the representation concept to see how religious symbols were used in Sharia housing advertisements.

Several Instagram accounts were analyzed as an intense and massive marketing medium for Islamic homes, @shariagreendland. As stated in the background, Sharia housing begins to become a trend in Indonesia, starting from the West Java region. Sharia housing associations have also begun to form in the West Java region.

Sharia green land is a Sharia housing developer based in West Java. It uses Instagram actively, seen from a very regular scale of posts. Through Instagram, it represents the concept of halal housing in the language, images, and thoughts put in the media. Sharia green land has defined Sharia housing in three aspects as one of the Sharia housing developers in Indonesia. First, ownership in Sharia with a contract without
usury, without fines, confiscation, and insurance. Sharia house buying and selling contracts must be with *fiqh mu'amalah*, an agreement carried out directly between the consumer and the developer, and there may be no intermediaries or third parties. Second, Sharia housing facilities are available to be used to support individual worship and piety, such as mosques, *tafzik* houses, and audio lines for listening to verses of the Qur'an and Hadith. Third, some programs are structured like studies to create collective piety. These three things are their claim to distinguish Sharia residential products from housing in general.

Religious symbols are used as advertising material in the media, such as the word "blessing", "piety", "Sunnah of the Prophet", "Islamic environment", and so on. An example can be seen in the post in the image below. Sharia-housing developers try to construct a blessing concept that leads to collective piety in urban Muslim communities. Devotion and blessings are concepts in religion. They seem to guarantee their consumers on the pretext that if they buy, they will get blessings and piety. They use prophetic symbols to emphasize the Sharia house concept, creating an Islamic environment to support its residents' collective piety. In this post, it is not clear what they mean by the concept of collective piety. They have just described this concept in Figure 4.

The collective piety they build is piety or obedience, which is built not only from oneself but together with others to achieve the vision and mission they want to achieve, namely building Islamic civilization. They represent

---

**Figure 3.**
Language Symbol in Sharia Housing Ads

source: https://www.instagram.com/shariagreenland/
as if by buying Sharia housing, consumers can build Islamic civilization from home. Social piety as a symbol can be understood as a form of mass popular culture ritual, namely Muslim faith and piety can be formed through the consumption of religious commodities.

Apart from language symbols, Sharia housing marketing advertisements use image symbols through models’ clothes. As seen in Figure 4, it can be seen a family consisting of a father, mother, and child who wear Muslim garments. The man uses a ‘koko’ (the term for sharia clothes for men) dress and hat to represent Muslim men, while the women wear a robe and a hijab. According to Islamic law, the picture illustrates how the dress concept and how civilization can be built from an Islamic house. The choice of white and green colors also represents the Muslim concept conveyed through Sharia housing advertisements.

The developer also represents a design of Islamic housing starting from Islamic housing. They try to commodify Islamic values in everyday life. The concept of Islamic congregation is one of the languages to encourage consumers to apply Islamic Sharia collectively inhomogeneous housing.

The advert features fashion that reflects a Muslim’s identity and shows how a Muslim lifestyle can be developed among future sharia housing residents. It is done so that prospective buyers believe that the house being sold is truly Islamic. Fashion is used in social media images as a form of promotion that uses religious symbols as social identities, Sharia symbolization is a practice of commodification of religion carried out by Sharia housing developers.

Figure 4.
Sharia Housing Concept in ads
source: https://www.instagram.com/shariagreenland/
Sharia housing also shows exclusivity when viewed from the housing concept they developed as represented in Figure 4, namely their claim to the Sharia housing developers' product. They build the image that living in Sharia housing will get a religious environment. It is protected from harmful things, becomes a place for good children's growth and development, live together with people with the same vision and mission, and do good and avoid bad things together in the homogeneous environment. This argument shows that living outside Sharia housing is harmful and does not apply Islam in everyday life. Through advertisements, it can be analyzed that Sharia housing developers are trying to build a gated community concept for Muslim groups behind the products they promise in terms of profits.

Figure 4 also represents the Islamic environment that the developer refers to, namely, a joint Islamic study program in the congregation. In the picture, it can be seen how a group of women doing a study wearing clothes as a symbol of Islam. The developer seeks to build an image of piety and an Islamic environment intended to build a homogeneous privatization space. They build a more specific market share by accommodating consumers with similar backgrounds. The developer continues to commodify the representation of the ideal house for Muslims. They construct a homogeneous Islamic environment. It is a halal lifestyle that guarantees piety.

It can be analyzed that there has been a change in the developers' marketing strategy regarding the choice of residence. Previously, housing developers would offer consumers a strategic location and beautiful environment. But now, Islamic housing developers are selling residential concepts with a homogeneous Islamic environment. Representation of religious symbols in sharia housing advertisements is the preferred way to buy identity and become part of the Muslim community with a halal lifestyle. The homogeneous environment seems to provide comfort for residents to carry out group activities.

Its marketing is also built using religious doctrines in society, such as relating to prohibitions in religion. One developer who uses religious doctrine as marketing material is the @abrarlandindonesia Instagram account domiciled in Solo's city. This developer is a network of Sharia Housing Developers in Indonesia based on search results and content uploaded on their social media.

In contrast to the West Java region, the construction of new Sharia housing in Solo Raya is slower than in the occupied West. In Solo Raya, only the development stage can be seen from the development plans submitted on social media. Solo Raya has a relatively high Muslim market when viewed from the religion's demographic and ideological aspects formed in this area. Referring to Ahyar's (2015) study, Solo City has intense militancy to implement Islamic Sharia. It naturally leads to exclusivity so that developers use this opportunity to develop this Sharia housing product. They use religious doctrine through hadith to attract Muslim enthusiasts through ideology. Developers use religious teachings to strengthen the ideological aspects of the products they offer.
The concept of Sharia-based housing advertising uses religious symbols to build a halal lifestyle in housing as a basic need for the Muslim community. Marketing using religious symbols through social media such as Instagram is a strategy for developers to sell their products. The use of religious symbols is a form of religious commodification that forms residents’ identity and the image of Sharia housing, illustrating that this product is a necessity for the urban middle-class Muslim who enjoy an urban lifestyle but cannot be separated from piety and faith.

Taking Hall’s (2002, 2020b) thinking, that representation is an ability to describe or imagine. In the context of this study, religious symbols in Sharia housing advertisements are a form of language represented to construct meaning, one of which is the halal lifestyle. Hall divides representation into three forms, namely reflective, intentional, and constructionist representation. Sharia housing advertising can be analyzed into three forms of this approach. First, Sharia housing advertising is a language product that serves as a mirror to reflect the meaning of housing following Islamic law (reflective). Second, the use of language in Sharia housing advertisements is a communication medium to intervene or direct the consumer’s point of view about Halal products in housing (intentional). Third, Sharia housing advertising constructs the meaning of Islamic ideology through the language and symbols used (constructionist). The constructionist representation in studying the media can be analyzed from encoding and decoding. In this case, the Sharia housing developer packages the idea of interpreting halal housing (encoding).
Furthermore, How do consumer response to reconstruct the meaning of the advertisement (decoding)? So that, they are interested in the persuasion of the image of the advertising symbol. Further in-depth research is needed concerning the context of decoding.

**Conclusion**

Sharia housing brands develop through social media by commodifying values in religion. Sharia-housing developers use religious symbols to attract consumer interest. Sharia housing advertisements commodify religious values through the discourse of halal housing. The developer uses a halal label that represents an Islamic element as its promotional concept. The halal brand is used as legitimacy in advertisements to convince the public that Sharia housing is a halal product as the basis for applying religious law. Sharia housing advertisements always used symbols of the halal lifestyle to target Muslim consumers. The advert represents a modern spiritual lifestyle for economic purposes. Sharia housing advertisements on social media, especially Instagram, display objects on the media and build a collective devotional identity through the image of a halal lifestyle in Muslim cities.
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